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Our Nation’s Two Revolutions and Three Civil Wars 

“1776 vs. 2013 – The 237th Year of the Great American Experiment in Democracy” 

 

This is offered for intent of Common Perspective on practical status of what has been called the American 

Experiment.  It is an experiment in People-driven Democracy that many forecast would fail and others 

have and still do wish that it would!  

Thus, far their forecasts and wishes for the demise of American have not been realized although there 

certainly have been some very close calls!  Further, We the People living through 2013, the 237th year 

since 1776 and the Declaration of Independence, find our nation dreadfully close to the collapse of our 

precious Democracy and primarily for avoidable economic problems.  

Therefore, I must declare that in order for We the People to have any possibility of turning our nation 

from its downward spiral We must attend to the Electoral Revolution now being called for under the 

heading of the politically Independent American Peasant Party (AP Party).  And, We the struggling 

Masses must come together and do it now!  

Although there will certainly be minor election battles with the failed Republican and Democratic Parties 

machines prior to the date, the major and deciding battle in our peaceful Electoral Revolution will be 

joined on Tuesday November 4, 2014. That is the day on which We the People represented by the 

American Electorate will have the “rare” opportunity of voting for one of three (3) choices for US 

Representative from each of our (435) respective US Districts and also in 33 states that will also have 

three (3) choices for US Senator – A Democrat, a Republican, and a viable Independent candidate.  And 

victory will be Ours…  

 

The Real Bottom Line – Their Ultimate Price 

Before I review the main subject matter of this piece allow me to first honor those that gave “the last full 

measure of devotion” giving their life in battle to protect our nation and Democracy over these years.   

In my February 2008 self-published book, The Second Coming of Common Sense – I included a complete 

chart of all military actions from 1775 all the way into the extended Afghanistan and needless Iraq wars. 

In reviewing those numbers, I was personally struck when considering the total number of our people, 

over 1,265,000 that have, and unfortunately to this very day are still dying – for our freedom, welfare, and 

the Common Good of the rest of us.  

Now then let us review for Common Perspective on this sobering human sacrifice by viewing averages of 

loss of life of our military people from 07-4-1776 thru 11-4-2014.  Thus, 1,265,000 lost lives over 238 

years and four (4) months or approximately 87,000 days calculates to:  

 5315 deaths per year – for 238 years. 

 14.5 deaths per day – for 87,000 days…  

Ponder that human loss – the tears and pain of their loved ones over all these years, and sadly too many 

tears are very recent.  What more could challenge each of us to honor those that paid the greatest price by 

deliberately going to the polls and casting our solemn vote on that (to be) historic US Congressional 

Election day.   That great Day of Democracy, when We the People will have the option of voting 87% of 
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the existing (incumbent) members of the US Congress from their offices i.e., all 435 members of the US 

House of Representatives and 33 of the 100 members of the US Senate.  We will vote to control our own 

government.    

Because We the People Can 

I declare those 1,265,000 plus, did not pay that ultimate price to allow the 1% of us – the virtual 

descendants of the King of England and his Court – to destroy it all just because THEY HAVE THE 

POLITICAL POWER TO DO IT!  

I declare that on 11-4-2014 that the American Electorate must honor the sacrifice that so many Americans 

gave for our Common Good and act to vote 468 Independent AP Party candidates into Congress. We will 

deliberately vote to crush the fully dysfunctional Congressional System for the Common Good of our 

310,000,000+ citizens, our society, our economy, and everyone’s environment.  We will deliberately vote 

to implement the AP Party’s citizen-oriented, problem-solving platform and so much more for the 

Common Good, because WE NOW KNOW THAT WE HAVE THE POLITICAL POWER TO DO IT!    

And once started this grassroots Electoral Revolution cannot be stopped. Keep that in mind! 

o       o       o       o  

Now to the primary topic for your consideration. 
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About Two American Revolutions and Three Civil Wars 

The 2-edged Sword of Tyranny and the Domestic Reconciliation 

“First We Fought to Create,  

Then We Fought to Preserve,  

Now We Will Vote to Control” 

                      AJW  

 

Their Revolution – The American Revolutionary War 

The first American Revolution earned for our national ancestors Democracy in Representative 

government. The first such people-driven government the world had ever known. Although it is never 

referred to that way (accept by me), their war was successfully waged against one edge of the double-

edged “Sword of Tyranny”.  American Democracy was a bold interruption in the age-old tradition of 

tyranny in government.  Their victory gave us the People’s protector – The US Constitution and its first 

10 Amendments, referred to as the Bill of Rights.   

The American Revolutionary War raged from July 4, 1776 until October 17, 1781 and the British 

surrender by Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, Virginia. To be true to those that fought, technically the first 

shots were fired at Lexington and Concord in 1775, where the shot heard round the world was fired 

against the British by the Minutemen.  

Although it is rarely referred to that way I must clarify that the American Revolution was technically our 

first Civil War! Our national ancestors fought and won that civil war against their fellow English 

countrymen to break away from Mother England, to Create our nation, and Democracy in government was 

born.  Thus, one edge of the double-edged Sword of Tyranny was defeated and the world was forever 

changed.  

Some 25,000 or about “1%” of the colonial population (then about 2.5 million) died in their war – equivalent 

to about 3,100,000 of us today! Consider those numbers.  Ironically, the 1% of the colonists laid down their 

very lives for the Common Good of the 99%.  My how things have changed!   

The following are the opening paragraphs of the Declaration of Independence.  Lines (bolded) in the 

fourth paragraph directly pertain to the People’s current issues with our elected national leadership and 

the dysfunctional US Congress and the White House.  

The Declaration of Independence, originally drafted by Thomas Jefferson 

        When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the 

political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the Powers of the  

earth, the separate and equal  station to which  the Laws of  Nature and of Nature’s God entitle 

them, a  decent respect to the opinions  of mankind requires that they should declare the causes 

which impel them to the separation. 

        We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed  

by their Creator  with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the 

pursuit of Happiness.    
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        That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just 

powers from the consent of the governed.   

        That  whenever  any  Form  of  Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the 

Right  of the People to alter or  to abolish it, and to  institute new Government, laying  its 

foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem  

most likely to effect their Safety  and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will  dictate that 

Governments long  established should not be changed for light and transient  causes; and 

accordingly all experience hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer,  while evils are  

sufferable, than to  right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.  But 

when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the  same Object,  evinces a  

design to  reduce them under absolute Despotism,  it is  their right,  it is  their duty,  to throw off 

such Government, and  to provide new Guards for  their future security. 

Thankfully at this time We the People do not need to alter or abolish our government.  We need only to 

vote from office the current members of the publicly dysfunctional US Congress that have lost all 

connection with the Common Good of our citizens.  We will replace them with those focused upon 

deliberately solving the People’s problems and putting the self-serving wealthy and certain Big Industries 

in their proper place – in line behind our Common Good.  

 

The American Civil War – 1861 to 1865 

The great American Civil War caused the populations of the North and South to struggle both on the 

battlefields and in their communities from 1861 to 1865.  Thus, it was technically America’s ‘second’ Civil 

War.  It was fought in order “to save the Union”. It was a domestic war that was engaged to determine if 

the United States would be held together as a single nation, or would be split in two.  It was primarily an 

economic and societal war initiated by the South that desired separation in order to maintain a way of life 

and the region’s economic system. There were people on both sides, even within the same family that were 

strongly for and against that national separation.  

Our national ancestors of the 1860’s, American countrymen fought each other in the Great Civil War.  

Over 560,000 of our ancestors died in battle on both sides, and thankfully our nation was Preserved.  

Consider that in just four (4) horrific days over the July 4th holiday in 1863 in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 

some 50,000 souls on both sides died in battle (almost as many as died in the entire Vietnam War).  The 

Great Civil War resulted in grim human numbers with the North suffered 363,020 killed and 281,104 

wounded, while the South had 199,110 killed and 137,102 wounded on their side.  

President Abraham Lincoln’s first responsibility and goal was to preserve the Union.  The issue of ending 

slavery was a secondary issue and was not even a major concern at the start of the conflict. However, 

Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation on September 22, 1862 and it was enacted on January 1, 

1863 in the middle of the war.  The document declared that the slaves,  

“shall be then, thenceforward, and forever free” 

o       o       o       o 
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Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address 

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in 

liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.  

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation or any nation so conceived and so 

dedicated can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to dedicate a 

portion of that field as a final resting-place for those who here gave their lives that that nation might live.  

It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. But in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we 

cannot consecrate, we cannot hallow this ground. The brave men, living and dead who struggled here 

have consecrated it far above our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note nor long 

remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did here.  

It is for us the living rather to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have 

thus far so nobly advanced.  

It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us—that from these honored dead 

we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion—that we 

here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain, that this nation under God shall have a new 

birth of freedom, and that government of the people, by the people, for the people shall not perish from 

the earth. 

Delivered on November 19, 1863  

At the dedication of the National Cemetery at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 

Lincoln’s address of just 267 words is considered one of the greatest political pieces ever written.  Since 

then countless volumes have been written on the power of its message and the supreme humanity in its 

spirit.   

o       o       o       o 

 

Our Nation’s Third American Civil War – Now In Progress 

So now let’s talk about us!  What is going on RIGHT NOW my fellow Americans can be rationally 

acknowledged as our Third American Civil War.  And let us not fool ourselves, this required domestic 

reconciliation is all about economics.  And specifically about the out of control cost-of-living. Therefore, 

We must confront once and for all the other side of the double-edged Sword of Tyranny – that being 

tyranny in economics.  It is a financial war being fought all over the world at this time and no one is 

properly confronting it, yet. It is the self-serving Few in wealth and political power against the Common 

Good and needs of the Many.  

Looking back our once grand Economic System, technically did not even exist in 1940 when the nation 

was still crawling ever so slowly out of the Great Depression.  Our economy only came to life due to the 

demands of World War II.  It rapidly grew until it actually peaked about 1975 and has declined in fits and 

starts until the industry created financial crisis of 2008/2009.  Thus, regardless of the domestic 

cheerleading that comes out of the White House and Congress we find ourselves once again in a 1940 

style economic condition nationally with one foot planted in the Second Great Depression.  
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I would offer that the final economic assault on the Many by the Few was joined in 2001 when the Bush 

II administration gave Wall Street and Big Industries the power to do whatever they wanted. And that is 

just what Wall Street and the Banks did for seven (7) years until it all fell apart in 2008 they came to ask 

the Many to cover their historic losses.  And the US Congress and the White House bailed them out and 

no one went to jail – yet.  

Thus, I would offer that our third American Civil War was fully joined in 2008/2009 and We the People 

have been losing the battles so far.  Some of the industry bail-outs made practical sense while others were 

blatant giveaways to the very corporations that caused the crisis.  The two (2) year-long Health Reform 

farce gave us the best Health Insurance Reform that the Health Insurance Industry “would allow the US 

Congress to pass” and they are still trying to kill it before it is implemented in 2014. And it is certainly 

not the Health Insurance System that Americans require.  

That is why the first Big Industry to be confronted by the AP Party’s Independent Political platform and 

our 468 Congressional candidates is the Medical Insurance Industry.  We will have a National Health 

Insurance System (Proposal 22 – Health Care Insurance for ALL Americans). the economic farce and 

human abuse of a for-profit Health Insurance Industry will be no more.  The American Electorate will 

vote to make it happen on 11-4-14.  Period.   

Further, the selfish and damaging effects of excessive increases in food, groceries, gasoline, and 

practically everything else the last four (4) years, and with not a beep from Congress or the White House, 

will be stopped and controlled.  

“No It is the Cost of Living Dummy” labels the Electoral Revolution that We the People are being 

challenged to embrace and support from mid-2013 thru the November 2014 National Congressional 

Election and beyond.  

Thus, in the remaining time leading up to the 11-4-14 Election, the Masses and the Few will be 

legislatively and electorally be fighting each other in what I believe is our third and final American Civil 

War.  The Have/Have-Not struggle that exists in every nation in the world, and is raging in a few of them, 

has arrogantly reared its ugly head in America and We the People will deliberately deal with it once and 

for all.  

The human injustice of the 1% casually destroying our society and the lives of the 99% WILL NOT BE 

ALLOWED.  As Thomas Paine argued in Common Sense about the struggle between the American 

colonies and England – Why should a continent be ruled by an island.  Why indeed?  

The US Constitution is our ultimate protector in this Electoral confrontation and we will Rightfully use it 

against them all – the 535 legislative prostitutes in the US Congress and their masters in Wall Street and 

Big industry.    

Our civil war is being electorally waged to Control our nation and thus our collective future.  And the 

victory will go to We the People.  Amen… 

 

Our Revolution – The American Electoral War 

In this our second American Revolution, We the People will out of absolute necessity, deliberately 

confront and deal with that other edge of the Sword of Tyranny.  We will Electorally confront the natural 

forces in domestic economics that always result in the concentration of wealth and political power into the 

self-serving Few.   
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In our nation’s case those Few are comprised of two (2) groups. The first group is “the wealthy” that the 

Occupy Wall Street (OWS) movement labeled so well with their now famous “1% vs. 99%” slogans. The 

wealthy (Few) and their greedy handlers in Wall Street benefited greatly over the last thirteen (13) years.  

The second self-serving group are certain Big Industries, e.g., Medical Insurance, Oil and Coal, Banks 

and the Wall Street Investment Houses, Pharmaceutical, Defense, Criminal Justice (including the joke of 

a War on Drugs), and the ultimate drug (nicotine) pusher – Tobacco! Those key industries have entered 

the dark era of profit-taking if not profit-faking rather than profit-making.  Corporate profits and 

executive compensation, not the welfare of the nation or our citizens, are their only concerns. With the 

economic proposals in the American Peasant Party’s Independent platform, We the People will define and 

demand Democracy in Domestic Economics, and deal once and for all with the other side of the Sword of 

Tyranny.  

Our national ancestors of 1776 changed the world and so will we. Thus, America will once again gain the 

respect of the peoples of the world that has been so tarnished over the last dozen years.   

o     o     o     o 

 

You, I, and We the People are Hereby Challenged 

In conclusion, it is time my fellow citizens.  It is time for us to honor our national ancestor’s sacrifices 

and struggles by peacefully, yet firmly taking back legislative and electoral control of our nation.    

Thus, You, I, and We the People are challenged to come together, to work together, and vote together to 

rid our government of the self-interested legislative forces that are deliberately destroying our society, 

economy, and the very environment We all must live in – for their short term fun and their profit.  

This historic Democratic confrontation my fellow citizens, is our hard bottom line over the next year.  We 

will win many battles along way, and on 11-4-14 We the People will vote and replace 87% of our 

publicly dysfunctional national leadership.  We the People will win our war.   

And with thanks due to the Founders and the US Constitution they gave us, no one can stop We the 

People from doing just that.   

And now may God bless you, those you Love and care about, and the 310,000,000 of our fellow citizens 

that we shall never, ever meet.     

    

A J Wildman 
Founder of the Independent American Peasant Party 

Author of “The Second Coming of Common Sense” 


